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The opening service for the 150th anniversary of Poor
Handmaid presence in America was held on December
31, 2017. Beginning with prayer, Sisters, co-workers, and
residents celebrated in song, ritual, and reflection.
Left to right: PHJC Sisters Michelle Dermody, Marlene Ann Lama,
and Katie Bobber.
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Join Us

Tea with Catherine Kasper:
Steeped in History

We invite you to join us for the celebration of the
150th anniversary year of Poor Handmaid presence
in America. All events will be held at The Center at
Donaldson in Donaldson, Indiana with the exception
of the "Tea with Catherine Kasper" on May 11. Events
are scheduled on Eastern time.

Friday, May 11, Noon – 1 p.m.
Marshall County Historical Society Museum
123 N. Michigan Street, Plymouth, Indiana 46563
Join us at the Marshall County Historical Society
Museum for a presentation and tea with Blessed
Catherine Kasper - a.k.a. Sister Roberta
Christianson, PHJC. Please bring your lunch.

40th Anniversary of the Beatification
of Blessed Catherine Kasper

Life, Spirituality and Beatification Process
of Sister Aloysia Lowenfels, PHJC

Monday, April 16
• 11:15 a.m. Liturgy, Catherine Kasper
Home Chapel
• 11:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m. Continuous video of
Beatification Memories, Cana Hall
• 6 p.m. Vespers, Ancilla Domini Chapel,
Reception to follow.

Canonization Process of
Blessed Catherine Kasper

What it takes to be a Saint.
Saturday, April 21, 1 – 4 p.m.
Guest speakers Sisters Grace and Flora, PHJC
and Brother Leo, SHJ

Saturday, July 21, 1 – 4 p.m.
Presented by Sister Christiane Humpert, PHJC

Interpretation of the Congregational Triptych

Saturday, July 28, 1 – 4 p.m.
Presented by Ulrich Keller, Archivist for PHJC
Generalate and Dr. Tom Buchanan, PhD, Ancilla
College Professor

Coming Home Weekend Celebration

Saturday, August 18, 9 a.m. – ongoing activities
Sunday, August 19, 11 a.m.
Eucharistic Liturgy celebrated by Bishop
Kevin Rhoades, reception to follow.

Closing the 150th Anniversary Year of
Poor Handmaid Presence in America

Sunday, December 30, 2 – 4 p.m.
Prayer Service, Ancilla Domini Chapel
Reception to follow.

Regrettably, David Haas has cancelled his September
14-15 events due to personal reasons. These events
include the Taizé Service, Day of Retreat and Concert.
If you have any questions, please contact Sister
Kathy Haas, PHJC at khaas@poorhandmaids.org
For more information please visit our website,
www.poorhandmaids.org

Left: Sister Roberta Christianson, PHJC dressed as
Blessed Catherine Kasper.
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Justice Demands Advocacy
on Behalf of Those in Need
The Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ have always
had an emphasis on serving the poor and advocating
on behalf of those in need. To help with this ministry,
the Poor Handmaids have established a Justice
Office. Sister Loretta Schleper was pleased to accept
the invitation to be the PHJC Justice Coordinator.
For her first activity, she gave all Sisters and PHJC
ministry leaders a CD entitled: Encountering
The Poor: Biblical Roots for Catholic Social Teaching
by Dr. Tim Gray.

Sister Loretta Schleper, PHJC Justice Coordinator

call to be “light for the world” is heard throughout
the Gospel. The justice focus includes caring for the
widow, the orphan and the stranger. We identify the
face of God in all.

Listening to the message on the CD drew to mind a
line from the powerful play, Les Misérables’: “To love
another person is to see the face of God.” The CD’s
message stirs awareness and awakens the choices
we have in our relationship with our neighbor. It
challenges us to forgive a person who is in debt to us.

On February 8, 2018, the Sisters, residents, friends
and co-workers celebrated St. Josephine Bakhita
during a prayer service at Catherine Kasper Home
Chapel. St. Josephine, a former slave, was declared a
saint in 2000 because of her sanctity in the midst of
a history of slavery and human trafficking. During
the prayer service, intercessions were said for all
currently struggling with human trafficking. A
related video provided an opportunity for attendees
to learn more about trafficking. The participants wore
blue in solidarity with persons who experience the
slavery of human trafficking.

Lent challenges us to become aware of different
perspectives on giving alms/generosity; prayer/
relationship; and fasting from/or for something. The

There is much work to be done. Justice demands
advocacy on behalf of those in need so that all of
creation’s basic needs are met.
Spring 2018
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feeding
“Al pie, por favor! Empezamos en el nombre del
Padre, del Hijo, y del Espíritu Santo, amen. Padre
nuestro…”
“At the foot, please! We begin in the name of the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, amen. Our
Father…”
An enthusiastic chorus of little voices quickly
chimes in, joining the opening prayer which signals
the start of another day at Guadalupana, one of
the two comedores run by the Poor Handmaids
of Jesus Christ in Coatzacoalcos. While the term
might be best translated here as soup kitchen, this
definition falls flat in capturing the full scope of the
ministry. The comedores were founded to help meet
the needs of children in especially impoverished
neighborhoods of the city. In striving to live out this
mission, the Sisters, staff, and volunteers involved
in running Guadalupana, and it’s fellow comedor,
Teresa Morales, tend not only to the physical needs of
the kids (providing them with a warm, healthy meal
in addition to other resources such as medication to
combat parasites), but also more comprehensively
to their overall growth and wellbeing. This holistic
commitment to the children’s quality of life has
enabled them to establish what effectively serve
as child community centers - particularly in
Guadalupana, where a more spacious building
has allowed for a greater range of activities and
resources.
There, kids begin gathering long before the meal
itself, during which time some might explore the
world and build reading competency by flipping
through the pages of a book, while others work

More Than the Body
By Miriam Pritschet, PHJC Volunteer Program participant

industriously to craft a new bracelet, improving their
motor skills and employing their creativity along the
way. The delighted shouts of still others can be heard
from outside, where they’ve organized themselves
into teams and are facing off in a friendly game of
soccer, which subtly encourages the development
not only of hand(well, foot!) - eye coordination
and general fitness, but also an ability to work in
harmony and cooperation with others. They take part
in something bigger than themselves as part
of a team.
The meal itself serves not only as an opportunity to
experience communal prayer and table fellowship,
but also to practice manners and foreign language
skills, as children request drinks, fruit, and the
number of tortillas they’d like in English - never
forgetting the importance of saying “please” and
“thank you!” The fun and learning continue after
lunch, when kids have the opportunity to engage in
a variety of more organized activities, which vary
depending on the day. One afternoon they might
find themselves in a computer class, where kids are
able to use a number of donated laptops to build
fundamental computer skills.
Another day might focus on English, using games
to engage the kids in establishing basic vocabulary
and confidence in pronunciation. Or perhaps it’s a
relaxation day, where they’re given the chance to try
their hand at painting a mandala, join in on group
yoga, or even follow a guided meditation offered by
one of the social workers. The comedores of the Poor
Handmaids are feeding so much more than the body
in their work to make tangible God’s Kingdom here
on Earth!

Miriam Pritschet, Volunteer, spent seven months in Mexico with our PHJC Sisters ministering in comedores.
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Services. Kitchen scraps are recycled instead of
going to a landfill. “We rarely have any food waste,”
Dietary Services manager Abby Hundt noted. “Sam
picks it up for compost or chicken feed.” Perfectly
aligned with the PHJC value of simplicity, the cycle
suits Sam, too. “It’s pretty cool to do so much on a
shoestring,” Sam said. As Ecological Relationships
Director Adam Thada observed, “We don’t have
just one full-time recycler on campus, we have two.
(Joyce Roberts heads-up the robust, campus-wide
recycling program.) “A lot of environmental concepts
are abstract. It’s very tangible to see our organic
waste turned back into healthy protein in the form of
eggs. It closes the loop,” Adam said.

By Barbara Allison, Assistant, Communications

As snow fell on another cold, gray January
morning, Greenhouse Specialist Sam Tepes
reviewed notes he’s been keeping since the
new year on a whiteboard titled: Simplify.
“My wife and I did an online quiz at home,
and it generated the same word for both of
us. It works well, here, too,” he said. “We’re
doing what we need to do. We’re prioritizing
this year,” Sam said as he entered one of
the three greenhouses to check his crops of
spinach and four different types of colorful
lettuce. Inside, it’s bright and warm. The
crops are planted in careful rows over weedresistant matting. Still, he stops to pull some
weeds that managed to get through and
offers a taste of fresh spinach, and one of its
weed cousins, to his guest.

10 Word Gathering | www.poorhandmaids.org

To that end, both Sam and Greenhouse
Assistant, Roger Heck are simplifying their
processes this year. On this morning, Roger
shredded old seed catalogs to create both
mulch and a dry environment for the 45
greenhouse chickens, who produce about 1517 dozen eggs per week for meals served by
the dietary staff at The Center at Donaldson
for the Sisters, residents, and co-workers.
Sam also has two JESSE students who
work with him twice a week to collect and
wash the eggs. The JESSE program (Joint
Educational Services in Special Education)
provides jobs and job coaches to Northern
Indiana high school students with special
needs. Currently, the program serves about
1,600 students. The eggs and produce are
then used in meals created by Dietary

A life-long gardener and father of four, Sam began
his career at TCAD four years ago, making the
move from retail management. “It’s always been
a passion of mine,” Sam said. “Now I’m teaching
my children how to grow their own food.” What he
enjoys about working here is experimenting, sharing
ideas, and improving his processes. “They (the
Sisters and Ministry Center Services Director Susie
Black) don’t say no. I’m being allowed to grow,” he
added, laughing at the pun. Among the things he’s
changing is the rock-crushing method used to fortify
the soil. Formerly, the men used a sledgehammer.
Now they use a power rock-crusher to save time.
Also new is a mechanical, adjustable seeder. This

Page 11: Sam Tepes, greenhouse specialist,
tends the plants. Left: Roger Heck washes
eggs . Below: Sam looks for sprouted
seedlings.

Meet

Our Ministries New
Executive Directors
By Julie Dowd, Communications & Marketing Director

HealthVisions Midwest
HealthVisions Midwest, Inc. welcomed
Paula Wills as the new executive
director of HealthVisions Midwest, Inc.
Paula will oversee HealthVisions’ three
offices: Hammond and Fort Wayne in
Indiana and East St. Louis in Illinois.

device allows Sam to fill the hopper with seeds, plant
them, and tamp down the topsoil as it rolls along,
much like a push mower does. He’s keeping what
works, too. Case in point is his Biochar project, a
soil additive he makes as a “housing” for nutrient
retention in the soil. He demonstrated the technique
on a video produced last year for The Center’s Earth
Day programs, which can be viewed on the PHJC
YouTube channel, even eating a sample to show
viewers it’s natural and non-toxic. “Biochar holds
nutrients and makes them available to the roots
whenever needed, instead of having them washed
away by the rain,” Sam explained.
Another favorite part of his job is enlightening the
Sisters, co-workers, and residents with his
popular column, Dirt Ditty, published in
The Center’s monthly newsletter, Ripples.
Through his column, Sam teaches readers
easy tips that translate well for the home
gardener, like creating a garden bed on
top of last year’s raked-over compost

HEALTHVISIONS MIDWEST
pit. It’s a simplicity-based idea that eliminates the
work of moving the mounds of soil created from
the compost. Readers also enjoyed his articles on
the nutritional differences between peppers and
tomatoes, and another featuring his genius idea of
gluing carrot seeds to a sheet of homemade graph
paper to plant, avoiding the need to thin seedlings
later. Currently, he’s collaborating on a Lenten
feature for Ripples that will highlight the spring
harvest and include tasty, meatless recipes for
readers to try at home. A lot of delicious produce
is growing in the greenhouse this spring, including
zucchini, cucumbers, radishes, bush beans, and the
Indigo Apple tomato, which is black on top and red
on the bottom when ripe. With a lineup like
this, Sisters, co-workers, and residents
will be waiting for the harvest, and what
Dietary Services creates from it, with
watering mouths and bated breath.

HealthVisions Midwest is a ministry
of the Poor Handmaids that works
to create healthy communities by
empowering people to live a healthy
life. HealthVisions collaborates with
other organizations to reduce health
disparities among the underserved,
and works for systemic changes
through advocacy and direct service.
Paula has been the executive director
of HealthVisions East St. Louis since

Catherine Kasper
Life Center
In January, Poor Handmaids and Trinity
Senior Service Management welcomed
Robin Scott as the new executive
director of the Catherine Kasper Life
Center. Robin comes with many years
of experience in long-term care and will
use her collective experiences and skill
to further build the CKLC team.
Robin lives in Winamac, Indiana and is
a mother of three children: Tasha

2004. Prior to that, she worked at St.
Mary Hospital in East St. Louis from
1989-2004 as the director of Social
Work.
She has a master’s degree in social
work, a bachelor’s in education and an
honorary degree in theology. Paula is
also a licensed and ordained minister.
Currently, she resides in St. Louis,
Missouri. She is a widow, after having
been married for 34 good years.
She has four grown sons and three
grandchildren.
Paula's passion is serving and teaching
others, and encouraging others to trust
in God no matter what.

(Brock) Schwenk, Rochester, Indiana;
Courtney (Devin) Whittington,
McCordsville, IN; and Kolten (Brianna)
Scott, Phoenix, Arizona. She also has
three grandsons: Tommy, Brandt and
Maverick.
Her career in long-term care began
in 1994. She became a Health Facility
Administrator in 2000. Robin shares,
“I love the history that our residents
share and am looking forward to my
experience at the Catherine Kasper
Home."
Spring 2018 13

Ship, Train,
Haywagon, & Jitney
The Poor Handmaids’ journey to Marshall County
By Sister Mary Jo Shingler, PHJC, Archivist of American Province

Sisters cared for orphans in Chicago after the Civil War.

The First Pioneer Sisters of the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ

Sister M. Rose Blum

Sister M.
Eudoxia Bender

Sister M.
Matrona Mohring

Sister M.
Fecunda Wand

Many children’s stories begin “Once upon a time”
and so does this story. A young peasant girl lived in
a tiny village (Dernbach) in what today is Germany.
In her youth, this girl, Catherine Kasper, served the
poor in her small village. By 1851 she, with four
companions, founded a religious community, Poor
Handmaids of Jesus Christ. This year, 2018 marks 150
years of Poor Handmaid presence in America.
In 1867 Bishop Luers of Fort Wayne, Indiana was
looking for Sisters to serve in a small German
settlement in Hessen Cassel. He contacted one of
his priests, (Father Koenig) who contacted a fellow
priest and friend in Limburg, who contacted Bishop
Blum of Limburg, who contacted the chaplain of
the congregation of PHJC in Dernbach, (Father
Wittayer) who contacted Catherine Kasper. By 1868,
after a flurry of letters between priests, bishops, and
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Sister M.
Hyacintha Neurath

Sister M. Bella Siewecke

Sister M.
Henrica Siewecke

Sister M. Corona Jahn

Catherine the decision was made to send Sisters
to America.

some worried thoughts, wondering what their new
home would be like – Indiana, land of the Indians
(What stories had they heard in Europe?) and Fort
Wayne (How many soldiers were in the fort, and just
what were they defending?). At least their arrival in
the city, and their introduction to the bishop quieted
some of these concerns. After a night’s rest they were
to be ready to move onto their new home, Hessen
Cassel.

In his letter of May, 1868, Bishop Luers wrote to
Catherine Kasper “I wish to say that I am looking
forward to the arrival of the Sisters and that I
will do everything that lies in my power for the
congregation, first in my diocese and as soon as the
possibility arises, in all other places in this great
land, that your prosperous work will develop.” And
develop, it did! Over the next 150 years American
Poor Handmaids served in 400 missions in the U.S.
and in 13 different countries.

The morning came and also the vehicles to take
them to their convent: a hay wagon, pulled by two
horses and two priests drivers! They bumped their
way, side to side over the nine mile road to Hessen
Cassel. After meeting the parishioners of St. Joseph
Church (the only building in what was supposed to
be the town) they went to the convent. It had been
uninhabited for four years, and had been neglected.
There were no houses around, their only neighbors
were those buried in a nearby cemetery, and the little
church in the distance.

On August 13, 1868 eight Sisters left by passenger
ship from LaHarve, France for New York, arriving
there eleven days later. As they boarded the train for
Fort Wayne, these eight Sisters must surely have had

Poverty reigned in their new home. The only edible
food supply consisted of a half bushel of rotten
potatoes. With the lack of beds and bedding for all,
the Sisters used their mantles as blankets. Dire need

and bitter hunger were often evident. The five dollars
Father Koenig had given the superior didn’t last
very long. And since there were no stores nearby,
everything had to come from Fort Wayne. So they
dined on thin broth of flour instead of coffee, a meal
of corn bread or rotten potatoes. As time went on
the conditions improved. Local farmers began to
supply food. Also, in fall, pumpkins and squash were
abundant, but never having seen them before they
were ignorant about how to cook or preserve them.
One of the Sisters, in the chronicles, said that after
cooking some all night long all they had was mush.
They added a bit of milk, and for days served it as
soup for their meals.
In early September the Sisters began teaching school
as well as nursing in the local homes in the area.
The school and the convent were the same building.
Two small rooms for the Sisters, a class room, a
small kitchen and as they soon found out, a room
for children to stay overnight when the weather
was bad.
Two months later, in November the Sisters were
asked to go to Chicago to care for a group of 20
orphan children whose parents had been killed
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during the Civil War. Three Sisters went
to what would eventually become Angel
Guardian Orphanage (AGO), one of the
largest and most prominent orphanage
homes in the United States. (My first mission
was to teach at AGO, at which time it had
700 children and was known as a “city
within the city of Chicago”).
So now there were five sisters in Hessen
Cassel, but the bishop had bigger ideas.
There was a large 75-room hotel in Fort
Wayne, the Rockhill House, known as
"Rockhill Folly." It had been built by an
entrepreneur who believed Fort Wayne would
become a major city with its three rivers, a shipping
canal and a railroad that ran through it. However,
his dreams for an exclusive downtown hotel did
not materialize and the building went up for sale.
Eventually the Fort Wayne Diocese bought “Rockhill
Folly.” The bishop’s hope was to build the first
hospital in northeast Indiana. In 1869, several months
after their arrival, much to the surprise of the Sisters
in Hessen Cassel, Bishop Luers requested that the
Sisters control and manage a hospital, with the
right to purchase it in the future (which they did in
1879.) He also wanted them to make this site their
permanent center. Two of the Sisters moved from
Hessen Cassel to Fort Wayne and established St.
Joseph Hospital and the first PHJC Provincial House
in 1869.
Given the financial needs of caring for patients in the
new St. Joseph Hospital (the weekly charge of $3.00
didn’t cover the expenses) the American tradition
of holding raffles was initiated. Prizes donated by
citizens of Fort Wayne and Hessen Cassel included
cattle, land, a sewing machine, watches and 150 other
items. The $7,000 netted from this first raffle helped
to pay the hospital’s bills and even allowed for some
additional construction.
Realizing the speed at which missions were being
established in America, Catherine, sent seven more
Sisters from Germany. So, in 1869 they were not
Top to bottom: Sisters serving in healthcare, education, childcare,
and care of the elderly.
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only staffing the school in Hessen Cassel, St. Joseph
Hospital in Fort Wayne, but also St. Paul School
located in Fort Wayne.
With the arrival of additional Sisters, and with
young women joining the American province, the
congregation, still centered in Fort Wayne, began
to spread throughout Indiana and Illinois. Dioceses
began asking for teachers for parish schools, and
cities were looking for nurses.
In 1875 Sisters went to Chicago to do home health
care and eventually care for the victims of the smallpox epidemic. Three years later, Sisters went to serve
the sick in Mishawaka and South Bend. In 1880 the
city of Chicago asked the Poor Handmaids to take
over the Chicago Isolation Hospital (known as the
Pox House). Poor Handmaids would remain there
through several epidemics - small pox, Spanish
influenza and consumption (TB). They left in 1950
when contagious diseases were no longer a threat.
It was during this time that the major ministries of
the congregation here in America were defined:

Education – Schools began to multiply in
parishes throughout Indiana and Illinois

Healthcare – The Poor Handmaids established
hospitals in Chicago, Belleville, East St. Louis
and Centralia, Illinois; New Ulm, Minnesota;
Ashland and Superior, Wisconsin; Mishawaka,
Gary, East Chicago, LaPorte in Indiana

Childcare – Angel Guardian Orphanage and St.

Vincent Villa in Fort Wayne and St. John’s Home
in Belleville, Illinois

Care of the elderly – Nursing homes in

Minnesota and Illinois

In 1893 the World’s Fair was held in Chicago. That
same year the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ
celebrated their 25th Anniversary of presence in
America. A comment in the PHJC Chronicles for the
day says, “May our golden years even shine brighter
than the silver ones.”

Meanwhile, in Fort Wayne, the convent space at
the hospital was limited as more and more patients
were admitted. Often a Sister would return from
her nursing duties to find that a patient had been
moved into her bed and her recourse was to sleep
on the floor in the attic or basement. And as the
congregation continued to grow there was not
enough room for the Sisters to “come home” to the
Motherhouse. Thoughts began to turn to building a
new Motherhouse somewhere outside of Fort Wayne.
This thought became more insistent as America
entered WWI. Officials began to ask how many beds
would be available for returning soldiers; what food
supplies were on hand? - not only in Fort Wayne, but
in all our hospitals.
Unknown to the Sisters, a Chicago wine merchant,
Louis Glunz, had built a resort on a small lake near
Donaldson. Known as the Lake Gilbraith Resort, it
consisted of a 50-room hotel, bowling alley, dance
hall, and even a small chapel. And for only $1.25
a day or $8.00 a week, people from Chicago could
hop on the Pennsylvania Railroad and come to
Donaldson to enjoy pure air, spring water, beautiful
country surroundings, bathing, boating, bowling,
fishing and fresh food from the farm. However, by
1918 as prosperous as the resort was, Louis Glunz
became tired of managing both it and his wine shop
in Old Town Chicago, and decided to sell the resort.
Sister Catherine, at St. Elizabeth Hospital in Chicago
had frequently taken care of the health needs of Mrs.
Glunz. The lady mentioned to Sister Catherine about
her husband’s desire to sell his property in Indiana.
Immediately Sister Catherine took the train to Fort
Wayne to tell the Provincial Council about it. At first
there was hesitancy, but the next day they went to
meet Mr. Glunz in Donaldson and see the property.
It was perfect, and the price was right! Mr. Glunz
charged $33,000 since Christ had lived for 33 years!
The sale included the hotel and all its furnishings,
63 acres of land, all the farm equipment and stock
(chickens, cows, etc.) two motor vehicles, and the
small chapel.
The purchase was made on February 23, 1918 - just
100 years ago. The Lake Gilbraith Resort became the
St. Amalia Retreat Center. The first few Sisters moved
Spring 2018 17

went on—noting details she got from
the construction company as well as the
workers. Some interesting notes included:

arrived in Fort Wayne from Germany,
the Sisters moved from Fort Wayne to
Donaldson.

Floods, cold winter and heavy snow, quicksand
in one area slowed down construction.

Upon reaching Donaldson, they were met
by the St. Amalia omnibus. (Jitney). Joe
Dominski, one of the workers teased each
of them by asking for five cents (a jitney)
for the ride. One of the Sisters wrote:

The very size of the building was a challenge nothing quite that large in the area.
Foundation rock was brought in from farm
fields by local farmers, all other equipment and
materials had to come from a distance.
into it in May and from the front windows were able
to see Convent Ancilla Domini being built.

Wooden scaffolding and hoisting towers had
to be built over and over again as workmen moved from
area to area in the massive building.

Originally the site was to be a retreat center for the
Sisters, but the Bishop suggested that the Province
move its Motherhouse to Donaldson. By the end of
the year a letter was sent to Rome, and permission
to move the Provincialate from Fort Wayne to
Donaldson was received in January 1919.

There were 400 rooms, 1,220 windows, 421 radiators,
8 million bricks on the inside walls and 750,000 bricks
on the outside walls. Sub-basement tunnels and rooms
were constructed underneath the entire building,
providing for storage area, heat and water pipes, and
connections between various buildings.

As an interesting sideline to the story of Lake
Gilbraith Resort, in a 1997 interview with Bertha
Glunz, daughter of Louis Glunz, Bertha shared some
of her memories of the days long past. The family
spent many weekends and even entire summers
on Lake Gilbraith. When the chapel was built her
classmates from St. Scholastica sang at its dedication.
They traveled from Chicago in the Glunz beer truck
on benches. When the pastor at Plymouth came for
the blessing he forgot his cincture. Mrs. Glunz took
down one of the gold sashes from a window and he
used it. Saturday night dances were wonderful. The
farmers and their wives came and farm wives mostly
used vanilla for perfume, so the whole place smelled
like vanilla.
As delightful as the old hotel was, it certainly
was not large enough, so in 1919 the congregation
began the construction of Convent Ancilla Domini.
Sister Bertha, who was living in the hotel during
the construction, kept a daily diary of all that
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In addition to the building itself, there were a
number of other construction projects—garage with
living quarters for the men employees, boiler room,
rectory, temporary housing for the construction
workers, a cemetery, Stations of the Cross through
the woods, several outdoor shrines and a small
chapel in the woods.
Upon completion of the building, groups of Sisters
from the various areas came to scrub floors, wash
windows, clean walls, etc. They named themselves
the Sunny Scrubbers from the South, the Bucket
Brigade, the Window Washing Women, the
Varnisher’s Union.
Meanwhile, the Sisters in Fort Wayne were eagerly
looking for the day when they would move to
Donaldson. It seemed the day would never come.
Finally the day arrived: On August 30, exactly 50
years from the date that the first eight Sisters had

“As we drove to Ancilla Domini the sound
of bells broke the stillness and in the distance
we saw standing as if alone in the world,
our convent “Ancilla Domini, inviting us,
telling us to hurry, our new home was waiting
for us.”
The dedication of the complex was held on May
24, 1923. Among the invited guests were bishops
and priests from the various parishes and dioceses
where the Sisters were stationed, dignitaries from
various cities were also invited. The mayor of
Plymouth loaned his auto for the day so people
could be transported as needed. His son remained
all day to act as chauffeur. Four hundred and fifty
invitations were sent out; 710 persons came for
dinner. Many of the sisters who had come for
the festivities ended up helping to prepare,
serve and clean-up after the meal.
Many ministries had their beginnings from the
Motherhouse in Fort Wayne, but many more
would continue to flourish out of the new
Motherhouse in Donaldson.
In the next issue, we will tell the stories of the
present day ministries.

Opposite page: Historical postcard advertising the
Lake Gilbraith Hotel. Top to bottom: Isolation Hospital,
Chicago. Interior view of the Motherhouse construction,
Donaldson, Indiana. PHJC Sisters tend and clean the
grounds.
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POORHANDMAIDS
Monopoly on Anniversaries
By Sister Linda Volk, PHJC

15 YEARS

HEALTHVISIONS MIDWEST

20 YEARS
Siervas Pobres de Jesucristo

20 YEARS
20 YEARS

25 YEARS
If the Poor Handmaids were playing Monopoly, our
board game this year would be full of “little houses”,
especially on the side where Indiana Avenue and
Illinois Avenue are located. In that area quite a
number of anniversaries appear on the corner where
ministry and community meet.
The Fiat Spiritus Community born in 2003 has
entered its fifteenth year as a community of vowed
members gifted by the Holy Spirit to form yet
another expression of the charism in the Spiritual
Family of Catherine.
We celebrate HealthVisions Midwest founded
20 years ago to create healthy communities by
addressing the systemic healthcare needs of the most
vulnerable in a number of local communities.
With each toss of the dice they hope for doubles
to give their clients another turn to advance in
the care of their health.
Another celebration is due St. Joseph
Community Health Foundation for their
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20 years of stewarding
resources for the unmet
healthcare needs of the
25 YEARS
underserved in Allen
County, Indiana. They
continue to pull a favorable
card from the Community Chest as they move
forward on the game board of community outreach.
Both Hobart and Mishawaka Linden Houses
commemorate their 20 years of offering subsidized
housing and community to seniors helping their lives
take a turn for the better.
MoonTree Studios rests on the three-legged stool of
ecology, spirituality and the arts challenging people
to experience mindfulness in the interconnectedness
of all three components. They have been passing
“GO” with gusto for 25 years.
During those same 25 years, Nazareth Home has
been providing medically compromised infants and
children with a caring and stable beginning. Their

Colaborando en las obras del Espíritu

30 YEARS

35 YEARS

little house rests on the valuable property of loving
care, a quality that need never be mortgaged.
Moving up in numbers but down in location we
congratulate our Poor Handmaid Mexico ProRegion on the 30th anniversary of their foundation.
Over these three decades, Mexican and American
PHJCs have established little houses of service in
every neighborhood where they live.
For 35 years Earthworks has given 100 percent
interest to their mission to act as a catalyst
environmental education and to advocate for
environmental responsibility.
Another 35-year anniversary is due the Associate
Community as these 140 men and women share in
the title deed to the charism and spirituality from
which their service, community and prayer spring.

35 YEARS

40 YEARS

As we celebrate the 40th year since the beatification
of Catherine Kasper, we rejoice once again in the
blessed asset our foundress is to our congregation, to
the Church and to the world.
Taking a leap of years we also commemorate the 100
years since Poor Handmaids arrived in Donaldson
to purchase the hotel and additional property that
today we know as The Center at Donaldson.
We end this Boardwalk through the many PHJC
anniversaries dominating 2018 by congratulating
each and every one of these communities and
ministries that share this special year of the 150th
anniversary of Poor Handmaid presence in America.
Top (Left to right): Linden House Mishawaka; Sister Shirley
Bell, PHJC and Sister Sue Rogers, SRCJ at Earthworks
booth; HealthVisions. Bottom; Sister Marilyn Haselhorst,
PHJC serving in Mexico; Sisters and Associates making
apple dumplings.
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“There’s an energy here.”
That’s what I thought the first time I ever
set foot on the grounds of The Center at
Donaldson. And it’s what I keep hearing
from first-time visitors as well as longtime co-workers, residents, and the Poor
Handmaids of Jesus Christ themselves.
We all have our own stories, unique
journeys that somehow all led to this place.
It could be anywhere else on the planet
at any other time, but it is right here and
right now. Each of us has our own role to
play in this story. Like a drop of water into
an ocean, unassuming ripples can become
powerful waves.
And here, on this dune in Donaldson, is a
point of convergence from which disparate
energies coalesce to produce a continuous
stream of ripples sent out into the world,
washing over everything with the same
love that inspired it.

Fearlessly
Creating,
Fearlessly
Loving

By Matthew Celmer, MoonTree Studios Coordinator
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A warm greeting, a gentle touch, a
compassionate glance. Small acts of
kindness that reverberate throughout
eternity. Our existence is the sum of
consequences of our actions. We need
simply look at Blessed Catherine Kasper,
Mary of Nazareth, and Jesus Christ
as prime examples of this reality. True
revolutionaries of love. In the words of
Juddi Krishnamurti, “…love is the only
creative and constant revolution.”
From a group of Wisconsin students
joyfully cleaning, to Sisters separating
recyclables from other people’s trash, to an
artist giving away her works to admirers, I
have witnessed the small and random acts
of kindness here.
I have been greeted by people I never met
with a sincerity and genuineness as if they
had known me for years. I have received
handshakes, hugs, and pats on the back

as if part of a family I’m just beginning
to know. And I’ve caught the looks of
consideration and compassion you only
find in people who care more about others
than they do themselves.
And through engaging in conversations
with these extraordinary and humble
individuals about unexpected topics, I see
a little bit more and more of that love that
unites us all.
For 150 years, the Poor Handmaids of
Jesus Christ have carried a powerful torch
of love in this country. Through openness
to the Spirit, community, simplicity, and
dignity and respect for all.
At MoonTree Studios, the primary focus
is sustaining and spreading that revolution.
The mission of MoonTree is to challenge
people to experience mindfulness as they
fearlessly explore the interconnectedness
of art, nature, and the Spirit within. In
2018 and into the future our exhibits,
experiences, and events are invitations
to all to be courageous and rise above
the illusory dichotomy and division that
distract us from the truth that we are
all one.
Let us be fearlessly creative in our
expressions of love for one another, for
our environment, and not least of all, for
ourselves. As we are all children of God
and called by Jesus to love one another as
we love ourselves, the revolution begins by
exploring and loving the Spirit within.
If not us, who? If not now, when? If not
here, where?
Love is the energy here.
And that is the
essential element of
being a ministry of the
Poor Handmaids of
Jesus Christ.
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Living
the Principle of Scale

Our PHJC definition of “scale” is the ability to
duplicate and grow key successful services that
solve a critical societal need that benefit all involved,
and create a more empowered staff and sustainable
ministry. The St. Joseph Community Health
Foundation has discovered that this principle seldom
stands alone without at least one or two of the other
operating principles. Our most successful services
are those that are built from strong, disciplined
collaboration and that truly have innovative and
transformational qualities. We also engage “scale” to
assist with sustainability.
For example, at the beginning of February, we
scaled our Community Health Resource Directory
of quality, low-cost health and wellness services in
Allen County, Indiana. This was our twelfth edition
providing access information about over 170 local
low-cost, quality care providers and resources. This
year, the information was dramatically “scaled”
when we not only published an updated English
edition for free distribution, but also translated it
into a new Spanish edition. Based upon history, we
anticipate reaching over 14,000 households with
these directories. Working with graduate students
from Purdue University Fort Wayne who surveyed
past users, Google Analytics, and local community
partners like NAMI (National Alliance on Mental
Illness- Fort Wayne) – we also realized a growing
demand for an updated, on-line directory. After
months of work by the Foundation’s Digital Content
Specialist Mark Burkholder and PHJC Webmaster
Mike Brockway, this same content is now available
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Fourth in a series of articles co-authored by Sister
Margaret Anne Henss, PHJC and Meg Distler, Executive
Director of St. Joseph Community Health Foundation,
on incorporating the four operating principles in PHJC
Ministries of HealthVisions Midwest and St. Joseph
Community Health Foundation.

online at www.HealthCareDirectory.org viewable
on multiple formats from smartphones to tablets
to laptops. Unlike our traditional paper versions,
we can also easily maintain and provide up-to-date
information throughout the year. By “scaling” this
directory, we hope to reach twice the number of
people seeking out quality, affordable health and
wellness care especially at a time of great change in
healthcare financing.
A second example of successful “scaling” would
be the Foundation’s HEAL (Healthy Eating Active
Living Program). The Our HEALing Kitchen cooking
and nutrition curriculum was designed to utilize
both “Scale” and “Disciplined Collaboration”
operational strategies. Instead of using Foundation
staff or our own contractors to deliver the course,
it was intentionally created to train community
partners to use the curriculum, adapting it to
their own communities. This collaboration was so
successful, it has grown from three sites to 46 sites
in three years. HealthVisions Fort Wayne Executive
Director Renetta Williams collaborated with the
Foundation by also working with several local
churches to develop Our HEALing Kitchen classes.
Fifteen local trainers from area churches and nonprofits then met at the end of January, discussing
their best practices and how they, with the HEAL
team led by the Foundation’s Community Projects
Manager Laura Dwire, to further “scale” their
learnings with each other and new sites, to further
grow the movement for affordable, healthy eating in
low-income and food desert neighborhoods.

Dorothy Nichols, middle, received her course completion certificate from Shirley Woods, Founder of the Euell A Wilson Center and
her instructor, Liz Murphy, right.

A third way the Foundation has scaled its
successful services, has been by collaborating with
other community grant makers and funders who
identified an opportunity in building on the St.
Joseph Community Health Foundation’s expertise
in poverty and health. This expertise is shared in the
hope that more ripples will be created of positive
impact improving the health and wellness of the
most vulnerable in the community. For example, in
2017 and 2018, the Foundation’s Grants Coordinator
Marla Rust and Executive Director Meg Distler,
are working with the PHP Foundation to process
their applications and research proposals for their
Foundation whose mission is to build healthier
communities by addressing the health and wellness
needs of low-income, high risk individuals in the
communities they serve in northern Indiana. This
collaboration has created a positive scaling of
knowledge about grantmaking opportunities that
has strengthened investments into improving health
and wellness resources for the most vulnerable in
additional communities in northern Indiana.

Finally, another example of successful “scaling”
is the training and certification of Community
Health Workers (CHWs). In 2017, HealthVisions
Midwest became the premier vendor for the Indiana
Community Health Worker Association (INCHWA).
HealthVisions Midwest (HVM) has certified over
120 CHWs in Lake, Allen, Marian, Tippecanoe and
Clark counties in Indiana. HVM is being sought out
for training by organizations throughout the state.
HVM has a 20-year history of successfully integrating
the CHW model into programs and grants from
Maternal Child Health to self-management of chronic
disease. HealthVisions Midwest is championing
the role of CHWs in healthcare throughout the
state with stakeholders and decision makers. As a
result, we are helping to take this training and the
work of Community Health Workers in Indiana to
another level. Going forward, there is an opportunity
for HVM to have conversations about developing
apprenticeships alongside the training of Community
Health Workers. This would require partners and
collaborations to develop integrative models of
care in which CHWs serve as members in healthcare.
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In Memory of Our Sister and Associate
Sister Jeanne (Rita)
Koehler, PHJC died

peacefully on January 22,
2018 at the Catherine Kasper
Home in Donaldson, Indiana.
Sister Jeanne loved life
and dancing. As a young
girl she dreamed of becoming a world-famous
dancer. Throughout her childhood, she appeared on
stage tapping her way into the hearts of the many
audiences she entertained. In later life she said, “I see
so clearly how I’m still dancing for God, a dancer not
on a worldly stage, but a spiritual one.”
Sister Jeanne was born in Chicago, Illinois on
December 31, 1917 to Edward and Anna (Putz)
Koehler who preceded her in death along with her
siblings Joseph, Carol, Frances (Michalzuk), Edward,
Charles, and Dorothy (O’Malley). Her sister Marlene
(Mickie) Meyer survives along with sisters-in-laws,
Florence and Bernice and brother-in-law Emil Meyer.
She counted many friends in her extended family.
On September 2, 1935, she entered the Poor
Handmaids of Jesus Christ Congregation in
Donaldson, Indiana and professed her first vows on
June 25, 1938. This year she was celebrating 80 years
as a Poor Handmaid. On December 30, 2017 Sister
Jeanne celebrated her 100th birthday with friends
and family at the Catherine Kasper Home.
Sister Jeanne began her teaching career at St.
Monica School in Mishawaka, Indiana in 1938. She
continued teaching at St. Boniface, Edwardsville,
Illinois; St. Joseph, Mishawaka; St. Catherine of Siena,
Hammond, Indiana; Mater Dei High School, Breese,
Illinois; Angel Guardian Orphanage, Chicago; Bishop
Dwenger High School, Fort Wayne; and finished
her teaching career at Ancilla College, Donaldson,
Indiana as an instructor and coordinator of campus
ministry in 2000. During her career, she opened three
new schools and remarked, “I love challenges and I
had them.”
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For her 60-year jubilee, Sister Jeanne said, “For
60 years I have been a teacher and I still love it.
From a first grade teacher to a college professor, I feel
I have been an enthusiastic instrument of God’s love
and caring.”
Sister Jeanne received her bachelor of the art in
history from Alverno College and her masters of
the arts in Library Science from Rosary College. In
1980, she received her degree in Pastoral Studies.
From 1980-1982 she ministered at St. Joseph Parish
in Mishawaka as a Pastoral Minister and then as a
Pastoral Associate at St. Peter in Winamac, IN from
1982-1989. In 1989 Sister Jeanne returned to the
Motherhouse as a program assistant at Lindenwood
Retreat and Conference Center. In addition, she was a
spiritual director.
Sister Jeanne officially retired to the Catherine Kasper
Home in 2012.
Visitation and prayer service was held at the
Catherine Kasper Home in Donaldson on Thursday,
January 25. The Mass of Resurrection was held
celebrated at Catherine Kasper Home on Friday,
January 26. Burial followed in the Mt. Carmel
Cemetery, Donaldson.
Memorial contributions may be made to the Poor
Handmaids of Jesus Christ, PO Box 1, Donaldson,
Indiana 46513.

May Sister Jeanne rest in peace.

Carolyn Stupasky, age 81,
of, Quincy, died Wednesday,
February 14, 2018, at 8:40 am
in Blessing Hospital.
Carolyn was born June
19, 1936 in Shelby County,
Missouri, the daughter

of Thomas C. and Lucille E.
Turner Starrett. She married
Gilbert Eugene Feld, Sr. on April
19, 1958 and they had three
children. She later married Paul
Stupasky on October 2, 1998 in
St. Mary’s Catholic Church.
He survives.
Carolyn committed to the PHJC
Associate Community on May
26, 1998. Carolyn also served as
core team leader for the Quincy
region from 2001-2005.
Carolyn’s funeral services were
held on Wednesday, February
21, 2018, at St. Anthony of Padua
Catholic Church, with Father
Tom Hagstrom officiating;
burial in Greenmount Cemetery,
Quincy, Illinois.

May Carolyn rest in peace.

The Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ

STAND
with Dreamers.

We support a just immigration law that
will protect the family unit.
Las Siervas Pobres de Jesucristo nos
comprometemos con los Dreamers.
Abogamos por una ley justa de
inmigración que proteja la unidad familiar.
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Partners in the work of the Spirit

Word Gathering

Ancilla Domini Sisters
PHJC Communications
P.O. Box 1 Donaldson, IN 46513

410 W. 13th Avenue Gary, IN 46407
Check-in begins at 8 a.m.
Walk kicks-off at 9 a.m. CDT

Saturday, June 9
The walk is approximately 1.6 miles with water and
snacks provided.
No registration fee but each participant is encouraged
to raise a minimum of $100.
Register at www.walkforsth.org or call (219) 947-8665.

